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Let A be a finite quiver (=oriented, connected graph) without oriented

cycles. Let k be any field. The path algebra &[A] is a hereditary algebra,

see [7]. The study of this kind of algebras had played a central role in the

development of the Representation Theory of Algebras, see [6, 4, 13, 11].

For a representation X of &[A], we denote by dimZ=(dim<!Z(O)ieAo the

dimension vector of X, where Ao is the set of vertices of A. The Coxeter

matrix <j>asatisfies

dim tX= (dim X)$&

where tX denotes the Auslander-Reiten translate of the non-projective indecom-

posable representation X. The spectral radius p(<$＼)of the Coxeter matrix 0a,

contains relevant information about the behaviour of the translation r, see [5,

11].

In this work, we consider some elementary relations between the spectral

radii p($iO and p(<f>b)for a Galois covering %: A-≫A. In particular, we show

that for any covering tt: A->A defined by the action of a residually finite group

and any finitesubgraph F of A, we have p{<j>F)^p{<j>A).

In [12], we have explored the relations between the spectral radii r(A) and

r(A) of the adjacency matrices A& and Aa, for a Galois covering %: A-≫A. In

section 2, we show how to use these results to get some interesting bounds for

Finally, we get some applications. In relation with a problem posed by

Kerner, we show that

*(A)

|0(0A)

<:
lAol

2

where g(A)―＼Ai＼―|A0| +1 denotes the genus of the underlying graph of A.

1. Galois covering and Coxeter matrices.

1.1. Let n be the number of vertices of the quiver A
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For each vertex feA0, we denote by Pt the indecomposable projective &[A]-

module associated with i.

The Cartan matrix C& of &[A] is the m X fl-matrix whose z'-thcolumn is

the dimension vector (dim Pi)T. This matrix is invertible.

The Coxeter matrix 0 a of &[A] is defined as

0a= ―Ca^Ca ,

where MT denotes the transpose of M. We consider 0a as a linear map,

0a : CA°-≫CA°,̂>a(v)―v^h. We recall that 0a is characterized by 0A(dim Pt)=

―dim Iu where U denotes the indecomposable injective /fe[A]-module associated

with i.

1.2. The spectrum Spec (0a) of 0a is the set of eigenvalues of 0a. The

spectral radius (O(0a) is

io(0A)=max{U| ; 1 is an eigenvalue of 0a}.

By [5, 11],
/o(0a)

is an eigenvalue of 0a and there exists a corresponding eigen-

vector y+ with non-negative coordinates.

As observed in [14], given a full subquiver A' of A, we get
/o(0a-)^/o(^a).

1.3. Let 7v:A-≫A be an onto morphism of quivers. Then n is said to be

a Galois covering defined by the action of a group G if the following is satisfied:

i) G is a group of automorphisms of A, acting freely on A; that is, if

g(i)=i (resp. g(a)=a) for some vertex i (resp. arrow a), then g=l.

ii) For any g<^G, rcg=7c.

iii) For any vertex i (resp. arrow a) of A, 7i~17v(i)=Gi(resp. 7r~1jz(a)=Ga).

A Galois covering iz: A-≫A,induces a Galois covering of algebras k{n): k[A']

―>&[A]. Conversely, a Galois covering functor F: ^[A]->/fe[A] induces a Galois

covering of quivers, see [8, 2].

1.4. Let tz: A->A be a Galois covering defined by the action of a group G.

Let F=k(n): &[A]-≫£[A] be the induced functor. Following [8,2], we can

define the push-down functor, Fx : mod &[A]^mod &[A], and the pull-up functor,

F.: mod ^[A]--^Mod kTAl. In case the group G is finite,we get induced linear

maps

and

/; : C5≪ ―> CA" with fX(v)(7C{i))= S V(g(2))

2SG

/.: CA° ―h> C^ with f.(z)(i)=z(n(t))

We observe that
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<j>bfx―fx<f>z.[evaluate in the basis {dim Pt; zeA0}]

and

0a/-=/.0a [evaluate in the basis {djmP,-;/sA0}] ,

see also [2].

1.5. Proposition. Let n: A^-A be a Galois covering defined by the action

of a finitegroup G. Then Spec (c^A^Spec (c$a)and p(<f>&)=p($z).

Proof. Let /l<=Spec(0A).

the vector 0^x=/.(x)gCa≪.

particular, p(<f>b)<Lp)$A)-

Let O^x<=CA° be such that 0a(*)=^*. Consider

By (1.4), 6z[x)=Xx. Hence, ^eSpec(c^A). In

Since the eigenvector y +(^CA° has non-negative coordinates, then 0=£fx(y+)

eCA°. By (1.4), this is an eigenvector of 0a with eignvalue p(<f>A)-There-

fore, p(fa)=p(fa). D

1.6. Proposition. Let tc: A^A be a Galois covering defined by the action

of a residually finitegroup G. Let F be any finiteinduced subquiver of A, then

|O(0f)^jO(0a).

Proof. First, we show the existence of a factorization of tc

A' *･

A

I"

A

where tc'and a are Galois coverings, A' is finite,a{F) is a full subquiver of

A', and the induced morphism a ＼: F->A' is injective. Indeed, the set S=

{g^G; g^l, g(F'o)r＼F'o^0} is finite,where F' is the full induced subquiver

of A with set of vertices F0W{/eA0; there exists /eF0 such that i and j joined

by an arrow in A}. Since G acts freely on A. Hence there exists a normal

subgroup H<＼G with finiteindex and such that Sr＼H=0. The covering ft:A

―>Afdefined by the action of H satisfiesthe desired properties.

By (1.2) and (1.5), we have

□

1.7. Corollary. Let it: A―>A he the universal Galois covering of A. For

any finiteinduced subquiver F of A', we have p(6f)^p(^2,)-
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Proof. The universal covering 7tis defined by the action of a free group

II (the fundamental group). Thus jtis residually finite. □

2. Coxeter matrices and adjacency matrices.

2.1. Let A be a finitequiver as above and tz: A^A be a Galois covering.

The set of vertices Ao is at most countable, thus we assume that either Ao=

{1, ･･･,n＼ for some nsiVor A0=N. The adjacency matrix of A, AA=(aij) is

the matrix whose (i,j)-th entry ao-is the number of edges between the vertices

i and j if *"=£/and an is twice the number of loops at /. Similarly we define

the adjacency matrix A&. Following [10, 12], we consider A& as a linear

operator A&: l＼-*l＼,where /* is the Hilbert space of all sequences (Xj)ieA0 of

complex numbers such that S Ixt＼2converges.

teA0
We recall that the spectrum p(A) of the quiver A is the set of complex

numbers X such that A a―H is not an invertible operator, where / denotes the

identity operator in /|. The spectral radius r(A) of A is defined as r(A)=

sup{U| :^ecj(A)}.

Theorem [10, 12]. Let jr: A->A be a Galois covering of A. Then

i) r(A)=sup{r(F); F is a finiteinduced subquiver of A}

ii) r(A)^r(A). □

2.2. We recall now a basic relation between the spectral radius p(<j>x)of

the Coxeter matrix and the spectral radius r(A) of the adjacency matrix Ax.

Proposition [11]. Assume that A is a finite tree, whose underlying graph

is not a Dynkin type. Then there exists a real number A7>1 such that

r(A)=X+X-1 and p(<?>td=X2.

Sketch of the proof: For any pt^O, we have

det (^2/-0A)=i≪n det O^+jtr1)/-^) .

Hence pi2is an eigenvalue of (f>＼if and only if fi+ft'1 is an eigenvalue of

^4a-
Moreover, by [1], l^pi^A) is an eigenvalue of ^a- □

2.3. We show how to use the above results to get lower bounds for p($b)

for a general quiver A.

Theorem. Let A be a finite quiver without oriented cycles, whose underly-
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ing graph is not of Dynkin type. Let k : A―≫Abe the universal covering. Then

there is a real number X^l such that

r(A)=^+^-1 and p(6A)^X2.

Proof. If A is a tree, the result is just (2.2). If A is a cycle, then the

underlying graph of A is of the form

Therefore, r(A)=2 and p($&)=l.

Assume that A is not a tree nor a cycle. Then there is a sequence (Fm)m

of induced finitesubquivers of A, such that the underlying graph of Fm is not

of Dynkin type, Fm is contained in Fm+1 and lim r(Fm)=r(A).
771―>oo

Since A is an infinite tree, for each m^N there is a real numbe-i ^m^l

such that r(Fm)=Xm+km1 and p{<j>Fm)―^m- By (2.1),{Xm)m is a bounded squence.

Let ^=sup{^m}.

m
Hence r(&)=M~l and by (1.6)

□

2.4. We get an explicit bound for p((j>＼)as an application of (2.3).

Proposition. Let A he a quiver without verticesof degree 1. Let Ma be

the maximum of the degrees of vertices of A. Then

Proof. Let n: A-^A be the universal covering of A. It is not hard to see

that A contains an induced subquiver with underlying graph SM, where M=Ma.

SM

1/

2＼

In (2.5) we will show that r(SM)=(M-iya+(M-l)-1'2.

By (2.1), r(SM)^r(A). Therefore, the result follows by (2.3) □

Corollary. Let A be a quiver and denote by A' the maximal induced sub

quiver of A withoutverticesof degree 1. Then p(<j>n)~^M＼>―l. □
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The bound of the proposition does not hold in the general situation. For

example:

., -o- H#A)=1.8832-<2=MA-1.

2.5. Lemma. Let St be the infinite graph defined in (2.4), then r(St)=

(t-iy2+(t-ir112.

Proof. The case t=2 is well known. Assume t^3. For any n<^N, con-

siderthe finitestar S£(B)

(t n)

/

(f. 1) ＼

/

/' (I, 2)

U, 1)

(1,≫)

＼(2,1)'＼

(2, 2)'-..

(2f n) ･

Let Ln be the graph ･･･ .
l 2 n

Let />,(*)(resp. qJx)) be the characteristic polynomial of the adjacency

matrix of Sc(re)(resp. Ln). An easy calculation shows that pn=xqtn―tqn--lLqtn＼

Let x=(i+p~l> then qn(x)=(ft―/i"1)~1(j≪n+1―[i~n~l).This can be deduced

by induction using [9]. Hence,

Pn(x) =

1

(/i-iO
qtn-＼x)ltin{[ii-{t-l))+pi-n-＼{t-l)pii-l)-]

Let fio=(t―1)1/2and 2<^o=//o+/io1. Then for any k^X0, we have pn(X)>0.

From this we deduce that

r(St)=sup{r(Sn＼^o.
n

If 2<X<20 with X=[i-＼-{i＼ then we may assume that l<fi<fjtB, and

<0 for n big enough. Hence, r(St)=X0.

For results similar to this lemma see [91.

PnQ)

□
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3. A relation between g(A) and p($b).

3.1. Let A be a finite quiver. The genus g{A) of A is the rank of the

fundamental group of A. It is well known that

g(A)= ＼A1＼-＼A0＼+lf

where At is the set of arrows of A.

Recently, 0. Kerner asked if there was some constant upper bound for the

ratio g(A)/p(<f>b) (in fact, he asked for a bound of the ratio dim Hl{k＼_A~])/p{<f>b),

where H^klAJ) denotes the first cohomology group of &[A]. It is known that

g(A)^dim Hiik^AJ)). We answer this question in the negative and we give a

linear bound in the number of vertices |Ao |.

3.2. Consider Galois coverings tt,,: A≫―>A as follows

An:

ft tj

A

where An has An vertices. By (1.5), p($bn)=p($i)=7+4V3. On the other

hand g{An)―An + l, which shows that g(An)/p{<j>an)grows linearly with |(An)0 .

3.3. Proposition. Let A be a finitequiver. Then

On the other hand,

Therefore.

Hence

*(A)
<

|Aol

2

(Ma-2)|A0|+2

2

/o(0a)

Proof. Let A' be the maximal induced subquiver of A without vertices of

degree 1. Clearly, g(A')=g(A). By (1.2), g(A)/p(fa)£g(A')/p(fa>) and |AJ|/2

^|A0|/2.

Therefore, we may assume that A has not vertices of degree 1.

Let Ma be the maximal of the degrees of vertices of A. By (2.4), p{(f>&)l^

Ma-1.

|Ai|=v S degree (z)^―-―

ff(A)=|A1|-|A0|+l^
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g(A)
^(MA-2)lAoj+2

p{<j>L)= 2(MA-1) 2
□

Remark. The bound in (3.3)is in generalnot optimum. Easy calculations

provide some improvements. For example, if Ma=3 and |A0|^6, then

a(A)/n((fi^<＼An＼/3.
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